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Clark Synthesis Launches New Website
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE (February 7, 2012, DENVER, CO) Clark Synthesis, Inc., the worldwide
leader in high fidelity sound tactile technology, announced the debut of its new website just prior to
the official launch date of its new Aguaceiro™ MultiClimate Airspeaker.
“Our new website is designed to be exceptionally functional and features our new blog,” said Bill
Phillips, President of Clark Synthesis. “As we rebrand company products and strengthen our online
presence, naturally an updated website is a key part of this process. Our distributors can obtain
product information and images at any time on our website, and of course, information can be easily
found on our new Aguaceiro™ outdoor speaker in our expanded Aquasonic™ product line. ”
Clark Synthesis is officially launching its new Aguaceiro™ MultiClimate Airspeaker on March 1st. This
highly anticipated outdoor speaker is more than water resistant—it’s weatherproof in any
environment. It can perform as well out of the box as it can when it is dug out from four feet of snow,
has crusted saltwater seaspray rinsed off it, or it is baked in 110 degree desert temperatures. “The
outdoor living market is ripe for a product like this,” said Bill Phillips, “Why would anyone buy an
outdoor speaker they’ll have to replace in a few years when they can buy the Aguaceiro™?”
Since its inception in 1994, Clark Synthesis is recognized worldwide as the leader in exceptional audio
technology. With two distinct product lines, Clark Synthesis serves a wide spectrum of markets
internationally. The Aquasonic™ product line features the world’s only full-frequency, full-fidelity
underwater loudspeaker, along with other specialized transducers used in spas, outdoor living and
marine applications. The Full Contact Audio™ product line features indoor transducers used in home
theaters, gaming, ProSound and military applications. With flexible product lines, a strong industry
reputation, and a commitment to excellent customer service, Clark Synthesis products redefine the
world of audio.
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